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Athletes pack A.S. chambers Belli disputes

NCAA ruling,
calls it ’absurd’

By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
The latest chapter of the boycotting basketball players’ saga unfolds
with disputes over the latest ruling of
the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
The NCAA is demanding repayment of the extra benefits David
Hollaway and Angelo Foccia allegedly received from attorney Melvin
Belli.
NCAA rules restrict college athletes from receiving any benefits not
open to the student population in
general and the association has determined that Belli’s services fall

Belli said the NCAA decision is
"un-American" because it punishes
the players for their association with
him.
"I have the right to choose my
friends. I like these boys," Belli
said, referring to the 10 Spartans
who boycotted SJSU Coach Bill
Berry’s team Jan. 18.
Dietrich Waters. SJSU center
until he joined the boycott, agreed
with Belli.
"The only reason we’re in trouble
is because Belli has a little status."
Waters said.
Randy Hoffman, SJSU director of
athletics. disagreed.

’I must talk to 50 people a day and I don’t
charge them. Why should I charge these
boys?’
Melvin Belli
San Francisco attorney
Protesting athletes make their demands in the A.S. chambers known
14 ith Barbara Hulse, a senior majoring in Spanish, left, and Natalie

David Pipkins Daily staff photographer
Shiras, campus administrator and philosophy professor leading the
groups. The teams hope to force the A.S. to release frozen funds.

Minor sports players demand release of frozen funds
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
Nearly 100 student athletes
and coaches packed the Associated
Students
chambers
Wednesday afternoon to demand
that the A.S. Board of Directors
release funding for their teams.
The funds, which total about
S100,000, were frozen last year
by A.S. in protest over the university’s decision to cut four
minor sports.
If the funding is not restored.
coaches and athletes said, their
programs will suffer.
Many teams need the money
to pay for planned travel costs

for away games. Without the
funds, some programs may have
to resort to ground travel that
would take longer and cause athletes to miss more time in class.
coaches said.
After hearing the complaints,
the A.S. board agreed to discuss
the possibility of fund restoration
at its next meeting Wednesday.
Board members froze A.S.
contributions to the sports programs because the administration
refused to satisfactorily open athletic board meetings to the
groups involved in the decision
to cancel the minor sports programs, said Terry McCarthy,

A.S. president.
"We’re ready to sign over the
money." McCarthy said. "We
want a simple process of open
meetings and due notice (if a
sports program is cut)."
"We’re not the villains here,"
added Scott Santadrea, A.S. director of sponsored programs.
"The ball is in the administration’s court."
Dan Buerger, A.S. board
member who is SJSU President
Gail Fullerton’s assistant, said
these meetings are already sufficiently open to students. The
A.S. demands cannot be legally
met, he said, because the infor-

mation at some of the meetings is
confidential.
Fullerton proposed in November that students members be allowed to attend meetings where
A.S. money would be discussed.
He said the proposal was not accepted by the A .S
S.
Since SJSU now has the the
minimum number of teams neccessary to keep National Collegiate Athletic Association standing, it is unlikely that any other
teams will be cut, he said.
"There’s some kind of victimization going on here," Buerger
told the crowd. "I think you’re
See PROTEST, back page

under such benefits.
He said it is unfortunate that Belli
The NCAA declared the players was not aware of the NCAA regulaineligible for competition and will tions before he began working with
not restore their eligibility until resti- the players.
tution has been made, including payBelli has clearly continued to reping Belli for legal services.
resent the players, especially in the
However, determining the amount media. Hoffman added.
He has been on television and on
the players owe has already proven
the radio representing the team,"
difficult.
Hoffman
said.
Belli denies he provided the basBelli has also continued contact
ketball players with free legal services or any other extra benefits. He with university lawyers about the
provided the players with an initial case, Hoffman said.
If the NCAA wants to dispute Belconsultation without charge, but said
that is normal procedure. Other than li’s claims, he said, then he is ready
that, he said, he did not give any for them.
"If they want to wrestle. I’m the
other legal services to them.
guy to wrestle with," Belli said.
"I did not charge those boys anyFurther investigations into the
thing. I never intended to," Belli Hollaway and Foccia case will probsaid. "And I think the NCAA rul- ably begin some time next week.
ings are utterly, utterly. absurd.
when a request for restoration of eli"I must talk to 50 people a day gibility for Hollaway and Foccia will
and I don’t charge them. Why he submitted to the NCAA. Hoffman
should I charge these boys?"
See BELLI, hack page

Rec Center steps torn up,
Cold streets haunt homeless,
constructed
new
set
to
be
volunteers open homes, hearts

Shelters overcrowded

By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer
Cecil White lived on the streets of
San Jose for 20 years. She was considered by many to be the mother of
the homeless.
She died Jan. 19 from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. She
had been ill for some time, and life
on the streets did not provide her
with an environment conducive to
healing.
White’s funeral service on Friday.
the day an Alaskan cold front moved
into the state, emphasized an urgent
need to provide shelter for the homeless. Ironically, on the same day,
two cold weather shelters in Santa
Clara County were closed.
The San Jose and Sunnyvale National Guard armories scheduled ma-

neuvers so could not provide their six o’clock news. She called Jim
usual shelter services. An appeal for McEntee, director of the office of
public assistance was broadcast on human relations for Santa Clara
local television stations.
county, and offered the use of the
"The response from the commu- school gymnasium.
nity was phenomenal," said Sky
McEntee then contacted the EmerAnderson, director of programs for gency Housing Consortium, a nonthe Emergency Housing Consor- profit organization that manages protium.
grams for sheltering the homeless.
People called to offer rooms in After a concentrated effort of transtheir homes, community organiza- porting and setting up bedding, and
tions offered their support, and one collecting food donated by McDonman called from his place of busi- ald’s, the doors of the gymnasium
ness to say he was working late and opened at 8 p.m. About 60 people
would stay all night to provide space spent the night in the makeshift shelfor six to eight people. Anderson ter. said Anderson.
said.
The concern showed by the comSister Virginia Unger. principal of munity inspired everyone involved
Notre Dame High School at Second in the effort.
"I thought, ’Wow, we live in a
and Reed streets, responded to a reSee COLD, back page
quest for assistance she saw on the

Student dies in hit and run accident

tit t de
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By Steven Musil
Daily staff writer
An early morning hit-and-run car
accident in Southern California
claimed the life of an SJSU student
Saturday.
Victoria Antoinette Roberson, 20,
was killed. Her friend. Marni Cooper. was injured.
The women were driving south on
Interstate Highway 5 in the Valencia
area when the accident occurred.
"A car had been harassing them
for some lime," said Mary Anna
Roberson, the victim’s mother.
"The car hit their bumper and put
the car into an uncontrollable spin."
Cooper had just taken over as
driver and Roberson was asleep in
the passenger seat when the accident

occurred, Mrs. Roberson said. It
was snowing when the car crashed
into the side of the road.
Cooper was pulled unconscious
from the burning car by an off-duty
Los Angeles police sergeant traveling north on Interstate Highway 5,
according to Ralph Elvira, a California Highway Patrol officer.
Cooper was wearing her seat belt,
but it is unknown if Roberson was
wearing hers, according to CHP reports.
Cooper suffered a burn on her arm
and is recuperating at her home in
Los Angeles.
Roberson. a sophomore majoring
in marketing, had plans for telecommunications. friends said.
See STUDENT, back page

Construction worker rips out

By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
The steps to the Rec Center %%ere
built properly and shouldn’t be reconstructed, said a foreman for the
company that built them.
Construction crews began tearing
Out a second set of steps Wednesday
after the architectural firm of Hall,
Goodhue. Haisley & Barker said
they failed to meet proper specifications. The first set of steps was finished Monday. said Peter Pietrangdo, a foreman for Dolan Concrete
Construction.
A mistake in the surveying of the
steps or swelling due to a coloring
process could have been the reason
why the steps didn’t meet the architect’s plans. Pietrangelo said
"Thcy (the steps) looked good to
me the first tinie." Pietrangelo said
"But their company said that the
steps are an inch high .
Roebbelen Engineering Company, the contractor for the Rec Center project, will hold Dolan Concrete
Construction,
the
subcontractor
hired to build the steps, responsible
for the reconstruction costs, Pietrangelo said.
"I can’t believe what they (Roebhelen I are doing." Pietrangelo said.
-1*%e never seen anything like this
before
The steps on the west side of the
building near San Carlos Street were
constructed in error, said Bob Lustig, associate architect i or HGHB.
"The steps don’t meet specifications and they don’t meet the state
building code." Lustig said. "And
the workmanship was not good.’’
The dimensions of the steps
should not vary more than three.
eighths
of an inch, Lustig said, hut
David Roams Daily staff photographer
the existing steps exceed that
more Rec Center steps
See STEPS, back page
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Weapon overload
Riddle: How many engineering and computer
science majors does it take to screw in a lightbulb’?
Answer: 50. One to screw in the bulb and 49
others to devise new ways of blowing up the
world.
All right, a little bit general. I know that not all
the aforementioned students will be hired by
Lockheed or Hughes to create new ultra-deadly
anti -satellite nuclear-powered laser beam
missiles/bombs/planes and spaceships.
In fact, more than a few of them will go into
more tame pursuits, such as inveniing new
electrical outlets, neon tanning lights and computer
programs that sparkle, twinkle and shine.
But a few of our
more illustrious
graduates will make
the big leap. They’ll
take their sterling
4.0 grade point
averages and work
for the last pure
bastions of the
American defense
industry.
these
At
monolithic multi -national centers for preserving
the old red, white and blue they will be guided
along the path of pure patriotism. Namely, how to
build bigger and more deadly in,plements of
destruction before the other side (i.e., all those
greedy little Orientals, godless commies and
Iranian camel jockeys) builds them first.
Nothing wrong with that. As all those balding,
graying lifetime defense analysts always say, when
there’s a chance to build a weapon you have to
build it because somebody else will know how just
as easily.
The atomic and hydrogen bomb races are given
as proof of that. The frantic pursuit by American
and German scientists to create the first A-bomb is
well documented. And the American drive to
perfect an even deadlier nuclear explosive, the
hydrogen bomb, was fueled primarily by the
United State’s intense fear that the Soviet Union
would get it first.
But doesn’t it seem that the world has reached a
definite saturation point? How many variations on
ways to kill people is the human mind capable of?
And how many more of our most intelligent
students are going to choose this as their life-time
profession?
No one at SJSU has definite figures on how
many graduates are hired by defense contractors.
The scholastic departments don’t have the figures,
nor does the Career Planning and Placement
Center.
But the simple fact that from the end of
February to the beginning of May 12 to 13 defense
contractors will set up tents at SJSU to recruit
newcomers is proof enough that the University has
something those businesses need: fresh minds
cage’ to succeed in the corporate world.
And as long as there are people willing to work
for these firms they’ll keep popping up on campus.
It’s obvious that man’s search for the ultimate
weapon, which began a million years ago with a
rock, hasn’t ended with the ability to blow up the
world a thousand times over.

Joel Beers

It’s past time for an amendment
Well, it finally happened.
It tobk some nut killing a group of
innocent children for people to
notice our society’s problems with
guns and to think about banning
them.
The Stockton City Council has
outlawed assault rifles like the one
used in the senseless slaughter there
a couple weeks ago. Palo Alto is
now considering a similiar action.
Good for it. Perhaps other cities,
including San Jose, will follow their
lead. But the trail shouldn’t end
with assault rifles. Assault rifles
aren’t the only guns that kill.
On July 5, 1987, a cook named
Tony Spears walked into the Chili’s
in Cupertino where he worked and4
shot Manager Dennis Roark in the
back of the head with a .22-caliber
shotgun. I worked with both of
these men, and I lost a friend that
day.
You read about people being killed
everyday, either accidentally or on
purpose, but it takes losing someone
from your own world to make you
sit up and realize that there is a
problem.
Until that day, I was against gun
control. I’m not a fanatic for guns
and I never went out hunting for
"sport" before. I did own my own
rifle, and my father used to take me
to the rifle range to shoot at targets.
It was fun to shoot at the targets and
compare scores for accuracy. I was
a fairly accurate shot, too. But it
didn’t stay fun forever so I gave it
up for football.
I wasn’t against gun control solely
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because I enjoyed shooting at
targets. I’m against anything that
threatens the constitution. The best
way to protect the constitution
seemed to be by preventing its
change.
Luckily, our founding fathers
foresaw that society would progress
and certain amendments would be
necessary. Now is the time to make
that change. When Jefferson wrote
the constitution, the right to bear
arms was out of necessity for food
and protection from wild animals.
Now we have supermarkets to
provide toad and there is little
threat in most of America of an
attack by a grizzly bear. Why are
guns still seen in the streets? To
protect drug dealers’ money and to
keep fruitcakes’ fingers busy.
The possibilities of outlawing
guns entirely are nill. Our country’s
largest political action committee is

the National Rifle Association and
it spends millions of dollars each
year defeating gun control
initiatives all across the nation.
The situation in the larger
American cities is worse than the
days of the Wild West. People are
dying needlessly everyday in Los
Angeles, New York and Detroit.
Theoretically, if a person has a
permit they can strap on a sidearm
like a measuring tape and walk
down the sidewalk.
This isn’t the situation in Great
Britain. There are strict gun
controls that require special permits
to, cysts byy a gun. Not even the
potire-oarey guns. It seems to work
there".
Hasn’t it gone on long enough?
How many more accidental deaths
will it take? How many more police
officers will have to die trying to
protect our rights to bear arms?
How many more schoolyard
massacres will it take before
America wakes up?
I pray that it wakes up soon.

Attention, Artists!

Are you handy with a pen? Do you have an
interest in politics or social issues? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard
illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw
specific illustrations for stories on a case-bycase basis, contact either Denise Zapata,
editor in chief, or Leah Pcls, forum page
editor at 924-3280.

I I y could have sworn I parked there
I last night..."
So much for that pitiful
utterance. Located on a slab of concrete
which perfectly fit my girlfriend’s urban
assault vehicle, a tow truck resourcefully
nudged its grimy hooks into place and
absconded with her Samurai.
To add insult to humiliation, the car
was tightly parked in front of a
neighboring apartment complex, out of
the street, minding its own business. On
Wednesdays, the city’s street sweepers
move dirt from one place to another on
11th Street and appreciate a clear path.
So after a nice evening sipping tea with
my girlfriend, I thought it would be wise
to park off the street.
"I’ve had my car towed twice. Are you
sure it’s OK to park here?" she asked,
fearing the worst.
"Absolutely no problem," I said. "I see
cars parked here all of the time."
.
It was a personal point of pride to have
never run out of gas just as it was to never
have a car towed away into some barbedwire dungeon, complete with frothing,
ornery dogs.
In just three weeks, I’ve run out of gas
twice and have had two cars towed. It
may even qualify me for some sort of
lameness award.
to the dismay of my
Aiuch
girlfriend, who was headed to
work yesterday morning, there
was no Samurai in sight.
Instead, there were a couple of phone
numbers on some rusty signs that read:
Central Towing 227-3959.
It’s an unusual feeling returning to
something valuable, something like a Gar,
only to find it missing.
Compounding the problem was time
Missing class was a given for me and
even if she hitched a ride in a helicopter,
she wouldn’t have made it to Palo Alto.
All of that progress she had made at
the tanning salon seemed to vanish in one
peaked moment.
Sorry, Laura.
It’s incredible how accurately you can
envision what a person looks like when
you speak with them on the phone. In this
case, life had hardened this mid-20s
woman around the edges and somebody
gave horrendous pointers on how to apply
make-up.
We conducted business in a totally civil
manner through a chain-linked fence,
topped by a two-foot shield of razor
ribbon, barbed wire.
"That will be $85.25," she said.
I handed her the five dead presidents
through the fence and the deal was done.
"The keys are in the ignition," she said.
And the lesson was learned.
Sean Mulcaster is the Sports Editor.

Letters to the Editor
Tear down the walls
Editor,
Communication is essential to successful
education. The students in the new
Engineering Building are denied the usual
communication process in two ways.
First, access to instructors has diminished
in the new building. Offices are often locked,
and if you enter a receptionist "screens" the
student. "Mr. so-and-so is in a Fleeting now."
The old building had offices opening on to
the hall. If the door was open or closed it was
a direct message to the studenttalk or
knock.
Secondly, there are no bulletin boards in
the buildings. How are we to know what’s
happening? We should join clubs and attend
extracurricular activities, but when and where
are they? Our exams and homework solutions
used to be posted on hallway bulletin boards,
but no more.
Many of us are happy with the new
facility, and clearly someone cares about
educating engineers.
Hopefully, notices will again be posted
(other than in the front lobby) and students
and instructors will not have to touch through
glass like prisoners.
Luc de Faymoreau
Engineering

Uninformed spectator
Eitor,
I have a few things I would like to say in
response to Alan Yco’s recent ignorant
contribution to the Spartan Daily.
First of all, Alan, for being a supposed
college basketball fan you really know very
!lac about the game.
According to you, the members of the
SJSU basketball team were crybabies and
owed Bill Berry a big favor because we

"weren’t good enough to attend any "bigtime" basketball schools.
Well, Alan, what about George Williams?
He attended the University of Minnesota
where he started as a freshman in the
premiere conference in all of college
basketball, the Big lime. George was a high
school all-American and received scholarship
offers from virtually every major college
What about Rodney Scott? He also was a
high school all-American and was heavily
recruited. Rodney attended UC Irvine his
freshman year where he was a starter on an
extremely talented Irvine team which placed
three players into the NBA!
Then there’s Anthony Perry. Perry was a
prolific scorer his senior year at Washington
High School in Los Angeles. lie averaged
over 25 points per game and had the
reputation of being the best scorer in L.A.
Perry, like Williams and Scott, also was
heavily recruited by the "big-time" schools.
In Dietrich Waters’ last season he led the
Big West in rebounding and was considered
to be the top returning center in the league.
I had the opportunity to attend such
universities as Marquette, Memphis State,
and USC.
Underclassmen Tony Farmer and David
Hollaway, both from Los Angeles, were
heavily recruited as high school seniors.
Hollaway had the opportunity to attend the
University of Maryland, among other major
college powerhouses. Farmer, like Williams,
was a true "blue-chip" prospect coming out of
the high school ranks.
As any knowledgeable person can plainly
see, the collection of athletes in the boycou
group is not the issue, nor the question.
What you should be interested in, Mr. Yeo,
is how could a collection of such fine
basketball players not have been ranked in
the top 20 this season?
Steve Haney
SJSU boycotter
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Talking Heads
What do you think about SJSU
teams paying rent to
host games in the Rec Center?

Tim Grubb’s, Senior, Accounting: "Why should they
have to pay? I thought it was for
their use. The thing is over budgeted and I don’t think its fair for
the teams to make up the difference.

Karen Teggart, Senior, Art
History: "I think its wrong. I
think the students should pay to
see them but the teams shouldn’t
pay to use its own facilities."

Room 295.
Clark I.ibrary: Tours. 11:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Clark Library.
For more information call 924-2752.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon. S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call 298-0204.
Korean Christian Fellowship:
Weekly meeting, 4 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
SJSU Folk Dance Club: International folk class, 8 p.m., Spartan
Complex Room 89. For information
call 293-1302.
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily lenten mass, 5:30 p.m., Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For more information call 298-0204.
SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting.
6:30 p.m. , S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call 293-0625.
Federation of Indian Association and Indian Students Association: India Exhibition, 8 a.m., Engineering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more information call 924’1854

11)1) -\".

Players, 8 p.m.. Unuscrsity I heatre
For more information call 924-4551
Asian Business League: Pi//a
Night. 7 p.m., Round Table P1//.
3122 White Road.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
lessons, 2:30 p.m., carpool at Joe
West Hall. For infomiation call 2932451.
Meeting. 12:30 p.m..
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information ca11255-0560.
Clark Library: Tours, 9:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.. Clark Library. For
more information call 924-2752.
Orientation meeting, noon, S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call 924-3453.
Catholic Newman Community:
Valentine’s Day Welcome Party, 5
p.m., Tenth and San Carlos Streets.
For more information call 298-0204.
Federation of Indian Associations and Indian Students Association: India Exhibition, a.m., Engineering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more informationcall 9243854.
SATI.IHDAY

Association of Rock-n-Roll:
Meeting, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco
Room. For more information call
287-6417.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon, S.U. Montalvo Room.
For information call 298-0204.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Group Discussion, 4:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For more information call 236-2002.
Women’s Basketball: Versus
CSU Fullerton, 7:30 p.m., Spartan
Complex Room 89. For more information call 924-1446.
Physics Department: Speaker:
Thomas A. Cahill, 1:30 p.m., Science Building Room 251. For more
information call 924-5261.
Pre-med Students Association:
Meeting. 1:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall
Room 345.
Theatre Arts Department: Performance Anxiety by Dell ’Ane
Players, 8 p.m.. University Theatre.
For more information call 924-4551
FRIDAY
Career Planning and Placement: Career Resource Center Tour,
Career Planning and PlaceIntercollegiate Athletics: Wom2:30 p.m., Business Classroom
ment: Career Resource Center Tour, en’s basketball vs. San Diego State.
Room 13.
2:30 p.m.. Business Classrooms 7:30 p.m., Spartan Gym. For inforCareer Planning and Place- Room 13. For more information call mation call 924-1446.
ment: Career options in Mechanical 924-6033.
Theatre Arts Department: PerEngineering, 10:30 a.m., S.U. AlCareer Planning and Place- formance Anxiety by Dell ’Arte
maden Room. For information call
ment: Resume critique, 1 p.m., Players. 8 p.m., University Theatre.
924-6033.
S.U. Almaden Room. For more in- For more information call 924-4551.
Career Planning and Place- formation call 924-6033.
Valentine’s Party.
ment: Interview preparations. 12:30
India Students Association: Val- IBA. For more information call go
p.m.. S.U. Almaden Room. For
8 p.m.. Student to BC 208 or call 924-3453.
dance,
entine’s
more information call 924-6033.
Union Ballroom. For information
SUNDAY
Christian Science College Orga- call 446-3042.
nization: Testimony meeting, 11
Department: PerI.utheran Campus Ministry:
Arts
Theatre
a. m. , S . U. Montalvo Room.
formance Anxiety by Dell ’Arte Worship, 10 p.m., 3(1) South Tenth
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly
lessons, 2:30 p.m., car pool at Joe
West Hall stairs. For information
call 293-2451.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics: Meeting,
1230 p m . , Engineering Building

SECURITY
OFFICERS

Apply in person at
Great America, Employment
Dept., 2401 Agnew Rd.
(off Mission College Blvd.)
Santa Clara.

ORZAT i1J4IRICA.
Founded I Stitt

Pr

Irvin I. Id

EOE

MONDAY
nited Campus ( Iiristiatt Ministry:
’,tout). I..i0 p ii .
South Tenth Street. For mote mho
!nation call 298-0204.
SJSU Tar Kwon Do Club: Prai.
tier, 3 p.m., Spartan Comple5
Room 202. For more ’Min !nation
call 258-9800.
A.S.
Inter4’ultural Mooring
Committee: Meeting. 3 p.m . S I
Montalso Room. For more who Hi.,
lion call 292-3197.
Alpha Phi Omega: Mee! im2.
p.m., S.U. MontalsIt Room
more informationcall -115 .79’, IoS 1
Federation of Indian 1ssociates
and Indian Students Associat
:
India I’. hibition, X a.m.. hip
neering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more information t.’:111 971
3854.
Spartan Res iew: Vs’eekE meet
47; h.s1::
S.U. Montith,,
Room. 1,4 more info rmatio n

TUESDAY
au DcIta Phi: ’smoke’ tii 1711
spective members. 7 u.iti .
Memorial C’hapel. For moic 111101
minion call 266-7687
Federation of Indian Association and Indian Student Association: India Exhibition. X i itt.
neering Building Rooms "ss .110
287. For I1141IC 11111 11 111:1111111 5,111 11’ 1
3854.

Don’t forget to buy
your Valentine
a "Love Line"

Work weekends now fulltime in the summer. Training
provided, Admin. Justice
exp. helpful.

Paul Moe, Senior, Soci91911Y:
"I get a little nervous when it
comes down to the issue of private firms coming onto university
land and malki_ng a profit off the
students. When you become a
student at MU. you think you
would be allowed to use all the
facilities for free.’’

Street ha more intotination call
298-0204
Newman C lllll munity Church:
Mass. 6.30 diol 8 p in . 11111 South
Tenth Street 1 Iii 111111e 11111/1111.1111111
call 298 071)4

Send a love line to that
special someone in the
Spartan Daily.
Stop by the booth in front of the
Student Union today from 11:00
am to 1:00 pm to place your ad in
the Spartan Daily.

But hurry

Time is running out!

SEEK 1113UR CAREER WITH
THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH’

AUDITIONS!
If you are a young man or
woman, 17 >ears or older
with a serious InnTest
in spreading laughter
through the an.
cient art
Circus clowning
Ringling
Bros and
. Barnum

David Guedea, Graduate,
Public Health: This is the first
time I’ve ever heard of a team
having to pay rent to use their
own facilities. If they go to
school here and represent the
school, they shouldn’t have to
pay rent.

Kristen Marshall, Sophomore, Psychology: "I just transfered here from U.C. Davis and I
feel that if the athletes are already
paying fees as students and those
fess are already going to pay for
the center. They shouldn’t be
charged twice."

If you would like to submit a question for Talking Heads, drop the
entry in the Spartan Daily "Leiters to the Editor" box in the Student
’nion or Dwight Herod Hall. Include name and phone number.
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Modern dancers incorporate ballet
Ry Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer

Margaret Wingrove Dance
Company’s Sunday performance at
West Valley College Theater
demonsrated why the
San Jose troupe has
managed to stay on the Rex te
scene.
The company’s blending of
modern dance and ballet movement
is what makes it unique. Margaret
Wingrove, artistic director and
primary choreographer for the
group, studied both ballet and
modem dance before founding her
company in 1981. Her six dancers
have similarly mixed backgrounds.
As a result, the group is able to
present contemporary dance with a
lyricism and attention to line not
seen in many modern dance groups.
"Luminessence," choreographed
by Wingrove to music by
minimalist Philip Glass, was
performed without a hitch. Five
dancers, clad in shimmering shades
of magenta and violet, flowed
through the "Glow" movement in
swirling patterns, moving on and off
stage in groups of two and three,
and finally rejoining as a group.
The women’s long skirts and strong
ballet technique enhanced the
lyrical quality of the dance. Kerry
Rapp’s performance was especially
enjoyable here.
The classical foundation of both
the choreographer and the dancers
backfired somewhat in the second
movement. The "Sparkle" section
consisted primarily of academic

Dancer Michael Howerton performs in ’Deliverance’

ballet steps augmented by vibrating
and presumably sparkling hands.
Much of the movement was
performed with the dancers holding
one of their shoulders with their
opposite hand, which did little to
conceal the lack of innovation in the
steps.
"Agitations," a new solo created by
Wingrove for David Grenke, was
next on the program. Grenke, who
also performs with Dennis Wayne’s
Dancers in New York City, has a
style and physique noticeably more
characteristic of modern dancers
In
colleagues.
his
than
"Agitations," Wingrove had him
dancing with his hands bound
behind his back, forcing him to take
full advantage of his upper body
strength.
Set to a somewhat minimalist
score by Klaus Schulze, the dance
began with Grenke lying motionless
on what appeared to be a concrete
bench. A bare bulb hung low from
the flies. Striations of light and
shadow cast against the floor in a
prison bar pattern added to the
prison cell theme.
The prisoner arose from his bed
and tested the limits of his mobility,
then lashed out against his
Thrashing and
confinement.
gyrating about a restricted portion
of the stage, he struggled to free
himself. After repeated moments of
defiance and dependence, he finally
gave up and accepted his condition.
Grenke is clearly a sensitive and
dramatic dancer. And although

’We Think the World of You’ shows Brits’ humor
By Joel Beers
Da0y staH writer

"We Think the World of You" is a
British love story. A love story with
a plot much like a
thousand others. Boy
sees girl. Boy meets RCN IC%)
girl. Boy falls for girl
boy
causes
Girl
irreparable mental and emotional
damage.
But there’s one small twist: Frank.
the boy, is homosexual. and Evie.
the girl, is a German shepherd.
Throv. in Frank’s former lover,

Johnny and his scheming, ultra bitchy wife Megan. along with
Johnny’s daft parents. and what you
get is a crew as motley as they
come.
The simple, low -scale film is
refreshingly free of the boobs.
bombs and bloodshed that typify so
much cinema these days. "We
Think the World of You," currently
playing at San Jose’s Camera 3. is
with
brilliant
studded
characterizations and loaded with

the ironic comedic wit possessed by
British filmmakers.
Accurately portraying the class
distinctions of 1950s British society,
the film’s main themes are jealousy.
obsessiveness and unrequited love.
Director Colin Gregg’s ability to
juxtapose the serious subject matter
with the human ability to laugh is
highly comendable.
Adapted from Jason Cherry’s
semi -autobiographical novel, the
film stars Alan Bates and Gary

Oldham ("Sid and Nancy") as
former lovers reunited when Johnny
resurfaces in prison.
Attempting to reclaim Johnny’s
love, Frank agrees to help his wife.
Megan (Frances Barber) and his
mother. Millie, during the prison
sentence.
While paying visits to Millie (Liz
Smith), Frank meets Johnny’s
German shepherd and quickly
becomes attached. Initially using

"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
TUES F RI 9 AM 6PM. SAT 8AM - 4 PM

"WE RENT FOR LESS’

318 South 10th Street. San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa,MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
W% discount for S.J.S.U.
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly 8 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111
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The humor in "World" does not
come from one-liners or slapstick. It
stems instead from the situations
ordinary people find themselves in.
Unable to simply wish their
problems away, they are forced to

Z-28619 Model 40

fog

For a Free Brochure

(800)346-6401

What follows is a highly volatile
mixture of frustration and
obsession, as Frank desperately tries
to keep hold of one or the other.

laugh at them.
At the center of "World" is the
class distinctions between Frank’s
world, and Johnny’s shady, working
class world. The characterizations
are marvelous, as each actor
succeeds in vividly portraying his or
her role.
If "World" suffers in any area, it
would be its almost schizophrenic
nature.
A story of two boys and a dog.
"We Think the World of You" is a
wonderfully crafted film which
proves that 400 years after
ShakestJeare. the British still own
.the stage.

i V I 44 MB iloppy drive that
reads and write.. 720K floppy disks,
I MR RAM with EMS support -expandable to OMB withttut using
an expansion slot
286 sox ed and power in a
onipat 1, 4" -high t abinet ilestgn
Handles heavy-duty word
processing, spreadsheets and
many more programs

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid

CALL
ANYTIME

[’vie as a ruse to lure Johnny back,
Frank soon finds that his desire to
be with Johnny has an outlet: by
spending time with Eyie, he is
actually spending time with Johnny.

45% BELOW RETAIL

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

We have a data bank over 200,003 listings of scholarships, fellow
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers...etc.
Results GUARANTEED

there could have been more internal
motivation behind his alternating
rebellion and acquiescence, his solo
role was well -deserved.
The piece, "Moving Toward the
Light," was a hazy portrait of
primitive life forms giving and
exchanging energy in their
evolutionary development. Wearing
dappled, flesh -colored leotards and
dabs of white body paint, the
dancers slithered and writhed on the
floor like single -celled animals
collected in a Petri dish. Gradually,
they began to interact with one
another in groups of two, three and
four, until individually they broke
from the group, apparently moving
toward a new stage of life.
All in all, "Moving Toward the
Light" was successfully premiered.
However, because of John Adams’
minimalist score for the piece, it
should probably have been

presented elsewhere in the program,
thereby avoiding the tedium of three
minimalist works in succession.
John Cage’s African drums and
percussive rhythms dictated the
dancers’ movement in "Pulse."
Starkly outlined against a blue
kackdrop, six dancers in orange
unitards propelled themselves
through angular shapes and heavy,
grounded movements, responding to
the primitive quality of the
percussion.
The dancers attacked the work
with an intensity and ferocity
appropriate to the score and
choreography, and Annette Williams
was particularly effective in this
abstract piece.
The performance ended with
"Deliverance," a serious work set to
music by Vaughn Williams.
According to a program note
quoting Psalm 50:15, Wingrove
conceived the dance as a portrayal
of man’s reliance upon God for
deliverance
from
suffering.
However, though "angst" best
characterized expression of the
dancers, the message remained
unclear.
As in the other dances, the piece
was well -rehearsed and performed.
Seen separately, it could have been
an intriguing work.
In this
particular instance, however, it
mirrored much of the choreography
and group work presented earlier in
the program, at a time when the
audience might have wanted
something new to close the show.

data
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The dancers
attacked the work
with an intensity
and ferocity
appropriate to the
score and
choreography.
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Associated Students Election Applications for
next year arc NOW available in the A.S. Office,
in the Student Activities and Services Office,
and the Student Union Information Center.

HURRY!
DEADLINE is Tuesday February 21 at
the Candidate Orientation Meeting
For more Information
Contact the A.S. Office.
2nd floor in the Student Union.
924-6340
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505 style diner serves ’em up the right way
By Steven Musil
Daily Staff Writer
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Take heart, downtown diners,
because there’s now an alternative
to the new art deco McDonald’s on
San Carlos Street. Nestled within
San Jose’s Retail
Pavilion is Silver
RI
II NN
Max -The
Eating
Express, where a person can buy a
real hamburger.
This new "joint" is reminiscent
of a 50s diner. Two large grill bars
encompass the center of the dining
room, where cooks wearing t-shirts
that say "Eat at Max’s" prepare
meals in plain sight
The walls are decorated with neon
signs and art deco prints that reflect
the 50s age. One of the neon signs
insists "This is no place for a diet,"
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Miniature jukeboxes surround the grill bars at ’Max’s’
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and that’s no joke.
Max serves some of the best, and
the heartiest, burgers in downtown.
These big half-pounders, which are
never frozen or pre -molded, tend to
be a bit oblong. But be prepared.
The burger prices are higher than
you might normally expect, such as
$5.95 for a basic burger and $6.95
for a bacon burger. However,
french fries and cole slaw are also
served with these monstrosities.
The majority of the menu is made
up of hot and cold sandwiches that
rival the burgers in size and price,
including fresh turkey, ham and
meat
loaf.
Also
highly
recommended are the "blue plates."
The grilled hamburger steak plate
was smothered in mushrooms and
onions, delicately spiced and served

with a heaping mound of mashed
potatoes and gravy and fresh
steamed broccoli. The plate was
huge and, for $7.50, not a bad deal.
A large portion of the menu
consists of desserts, including pies,
cakes, sundaes and fountain drinks.
The music at Max’s is loud, and the
customers decide what they want to
hear from their seats. Miniature
’Secburg’ jukeboxes surround the
counters at the grill bars and belt
out tunes by artists of the likes of
Elvis Presley, Roy Orbison and Sam
Cooke.
Customers are invited to sit at the
counter, a table or a booth.
The counters and tables are topped
with white and grey formica tile,
and the stools and chairs are
upholstered in an obnoxious bright

orange vinyl. Combined with the
50s music and the neon, the
ambience is appealing and fun.
Don’t be surprised by the service
or the business they do. The
employees are friendly and the
place can get busy.
"It depends on what’s going on
downtown," said Dana Bailey, a
waitress. "Last Monday, we were
so busy, I was running around like a
chicken with it’s head cut off."
Max’s is a great place to bring the
family or a date for lunch or dinner.
The restaurant opens at 11:30 a.m.
and closes at 10 p.m. during the
week and at 11:00 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays.
Bring two things to Max’s a
hearty appetite and cash. Max
doesn’t serve small portions and he
doesn’t take credit

And may the crystal be with you
By Andy Nystrom
Daily staff writer

Marsha Kotrc seems like a lot of
other modem women. She has a husband, three kids and a career.
Yet Kotrc isn’t a secretary, an accountant, or a physician. She is an
instructor of crystal energy and healing.
She doesn’t wear long, flowing
robes, look into crystal balls or dabble with Tarot cards,
In fact, she can usually be seen
dressed in a pants suit when giving
demonstrations, and while working
in her Crystal -A -Wear store in
Campbell.
Kotrc, who is a self-proclaimed
"crystal-aholic,’ received her training under the guidance of renowned
crystal healers Frank Alper and Marcel Vogel.
Although she has been teaching
people how to use crystals for the
last 15 years, she still doesn’t consider herself an authority.
"There are no crystal authorities," she said. "Crystals affect everyone in different ways, so we are
all crystal authorities in a sense."
When giving instruction on the
ways crystals can contribute to one’s
personal advancement and growth,
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she mainly fix:uses on the metaphysical properties of quartz.
Quartz has been used as a healing
tool for centuries, and when a person
carries it around it can give his or her
body a general overall balance.
"Our bodies consist of a vibrating
field, or aura, that is susceptible to
variations," Kinn: said. "As the
field changes, it leaves holes and
gaps which welcome in anger, depression and other feelings.’’
In order to complete its task of
combatting
or
enhancing
the
thoughts and feelings of the owner,
the crystal must be within a threefoot radius.
"It is best to keep one’s crystal as
close to one as possible," she said.
’Some keep it in their pocket or
desk. but 1 keep mine in the car.’
And because the crystal is there,
she swears that it finds her the closest parking space whenever she
needs one.
"You see, I’ve manifested that
thought into the crystal - so it
helps," she said. "I’m the only one
who can park right in front of the
Bank of America in San Francisco."
She is not the only person blessed
with such powers, though, since
anyone can have them simply by

purchasing a crystal, she said.
Kotrc believes the crystals in her
store are worthwhile investments for
those interested in becoming metaphysically aware. They usually
range in price from $3 to $90.
"When customers come in to
choose a crystal, I advise them to let
the crystal choose them," she said.
"One piece will hopefully catch
their attention in the form of a sudden hot or cold sensation within the
body."
When this happens, the customer
is clued into the fact that the crystal
may be beneficial to his or her personal situation. Size and color are
not factors in the process, as some
experts have claimed.
"All one has to do is trust their
gut -level instincts when searching,"
she said. "If this is followed, then
the right crystal will definitely be
found."
While Kotrc is always interested
in sharing her knowledge and ideas
on crystals, there is one thing she absolutely refuses: letting anyone handle her quartz pendant.
She believes that it is her personal
property, and fears that some of the
energy within might be diminished
by another’s touch.

Mike Datferner Daily staff photographer

Marsha Kotre displays crystals to customers at her store Crystal -A -Wear

"You need more than courage to tell
that someone you care... buy a
LOVE LINE in the
Spartan Daily!"

Feeling a little bold? Don’t
be shy this Valentine’s Day;
place a Love Line in the
Spartan Daily.
A Love Line makes it easy
for you to let that special
someone know what you’re
thinking. This Valentine’s
Day, put your thoughts
into words with a Spartan
Daily Looe Line.

IGUANA
Bar & Grill

NO COVER
To place your Love Line
message, stop by the Love
Line booth in front of the
Student Union, February
8 and 9 or visit the Spartan
Daily, DB11 207, until
February 10. Accepting
cash or personal check.

With this coupon
Exp.
2/21/89

Dining 5:30 - 1:00 a.m.
Modern Dance starts At 10:00
College Nights $1.50 Well drinks until 10:00
Thurs. & Fri. Happy Hour
Coming soon: Live Reggae
395-8600
50 University Ave.
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Borg’s adviser denies
alleged suicide attempt
Wimbledon champ may have swallowed 60 pills
Bjorn
- MILAN. Italy (AP)
Borg’s personal adviser has dis’-inissed reports that the former tennis
-champion attempted suicide, saying
he took sleeping pills that aggravated
an upset stomach.
The five -time Wimbledon chainpron from Sweden v,as rushed by
ambulance Tuesday to Milan Polyclinic hospital, where he was treated
’and released three hours later.
Hospital officials refused to give
any details of Borg’s ailment or
tigatment.
’Borg, 32, and his Italian fiancee.
rock singer Loredana Rene, left their
downtown Milan apartment Tuesday
might and were driven off in a taxi at
high speed with a police escort. It
. Was not immediately known where
they were headed.
Earlier, after returning to the
apartment from the hospital, Borg
said only, "I’m fine, it’s all over."
Italian news agencies initially reported that the five-time Wimbledon
champion may have swallowed as
many as 60 barbiturates in a suicide
attempt, but later said they had no
official confirmation.
In Stockholm, the national news
agency 11’ said Borg’s personal adviser Ingmar Alverdal called on his
behalf to say that Borg became ill
Ater eating at a restaurant.
’
"Borg felt sick ... and took barbi: fur:ries to fall asleep," Alverdal was
yijoted as saying. "But his nausea
got worse and in the morning, on
doctors advice, went to the hospital."
After being treated. Alverdal said
Borg went home "and announced
from there that he felt perfectly all
right."
Mara Savastano, a friend of the
couple, said the singer told her that
Borg suffered from food poisoning.
’ Borg, who retired in 1983 at the
age of 27. now runs a fashion business and helps promote tourism for
Sweden. He was considered a model
sportsman on the court and had no
:known problems with drugs or alcohol.
- -The incident came amid the public
airing of his difficulties with his former companion, Jannike Bjorling of
Sweden. The couple has a 3-year-old
son, Robin.
In an interview published Monday
’ in the Stockholm tabloid Aftonbla’ det. Bjorling said Borg had trouble
with relationships.
"No woman can fulfill Bjoni-,
fantasies," she was quoted as say
ing . "Now we’ll see if Loredana can
do it. ... Bjorn is a twin. A twin has
two sides like Dr. Jekyll
and Mr
Hyde. He’s two persons."

The article said that Borg was
considering demanding custody of
his son if he moved abroad with
Berte. Bjorling, meantime, said she
would go to court to block any such
move.
"He is going to be very angry,"
she said in a television interview
Monday night on the U.S. program
"A Current Affair."
"Of course, I have to have full
custody of my child ... If they get
married, they can have children by
themselves, so why should I let them
have Robin if I can have Robin?"
Borg and Bene. 41, recently an nounced they would be married in
Milan on Feb. 26. But recent news.
paper reports said the date was postponed because Berte’s divorce from
industrialist Roberto Berger was still
pending.
Borg was previously married to
Romanian -born tennis player Mari ana Simonescu. After divorcing in
1983, Borg started dating Bjorling, a
Swedish beauty queen, then 17.

Derek Smith
fired for spat
with coach
SAC k \HATO (Al’)
Derek
Smith
put waivers by the Sacramento Kings hillowing his sis-da
suspension v.1111 pay for arguing v. ith
Coach Jerry Reynolds at a team
meeting.
"Relations between the Smith and
the Kings have been terminated aftei
friendly negotiations, the team an
flounced Tuesday. "We concluded
that as an organiiation ,.we had to
111115e in a da term direction."
Kings spokesman Bill Stevens
said the club signed Michael Jackson
on Triesda tor a 10 -day contract, eltecti%e immediately.
Jackson started the season on the
injured list with the Kings. which
put him on a waiver Dec. 16

Replacements look for win on the road
By Robert Mallard
Daily staff writer
SJSU will be playing the first
of its two Southern California
road games when they take on
UC Irvine tonight at 7:30 at the
Donald Bren Events Center.
Irvine posts a 5-5 record in
the Big West and 8-11 overall.
The Anteaters attained one of
their only two road victories
against the Spartans on January
16. SJSU is coming off a close
58-54 loss to Long Beach State.
UCI also beat conference -leading UNLV 99-98 last week.
The Anteaters, whom SJSU
Coach Bill Berry refers to as a
run -and -gun team, have four
players averaging in double figures in Big West play and another who is averaging 9.5 ppg.
UC1 is led by senior forward
Mike Doktorczyk, who is averaging 17.2 points per game.
He’s also the team’s leading
rebounder with an 8.9 rebounds
per game.
In his last performance against SJSU, he scored
19 points and grabbed 10
rebounds.
Senior guard Kevin Floyd is
averaging 14.4 points per game
in Big West play, sophomore
Ricky Butler 11.3 ppg. and
sophomore
forward
Jeff
Herdman 9.5 ppg.
SJSU has to set the tempo of
the game, Berry said. For SJSU,
which has yet to win on the road
in conference play, they’ll have
to make it a half court game.

Work on Fortune 500
Companies’ Marketing
programs on campus.
500+ each school year,
2-4 (flexible) hours each
week placing & filling
posters on campus.

r FLI

ALL MAJOR EVENTS
$1.50 plus loll if any

TICKET

Late Text -No Problem!
Attention Professors:
When the term has begun and your textbooks are still not in stock, call
KiiikoS Copy Center. We will contact the publishers and, with permission,
reproduce the first chapters of the book so your students can stay on
schedule. You can depend on.Kinko’s.
310 S. 3rd Street
d’s)
(Acmsgr4YRDna1
481 E. San Carlos St.
(Betwe§49At11ith)

Ion

If you want to go places, it’s time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onklbrfull-time
students uho am). the Ameriam Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
Mo $99 roundtrip tickets fly to any of
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by Northwest in the contiguous 48 l’nited States.
AIRLINES
one ticket may be used per sixOnly
LOOK TO US
month period.
Special Quarterly ,Thrthuesilkslination Discounts.
throughout /989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare.
5.000 bonus miles in Northwest’s WORLDPERKS"
free travel programwhere only 20.0(X) miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to amwhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 I ’nited Stato or Canada.

the copy center

.111,1%1 St

I 11.11 014511

1.51%,

4418-2/SM-1:330

TRAM.
RELATED
SERVICES
Aemprcle F a11411.1,1110^,

Present this coupon for a FREE
soft drink with purchase of any
Bento Combinations.
rolipim Expires February 2h, 1989

$99 roundlrip

And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptiolial
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, yoll must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card’
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. just call I-800-942-AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away. nars more, with our Automatic
Approval offers.
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
44006
school.
-rt 44
Apply now Fly later
for less.
AmiallMill1111111.1111111Intenst.Wrost.,-.10

Apply Now: 1-800 -942 -AMEX

BENTO XPRESS
Sim how. I ,iilI,,t-pii,i9.1112

,Sim &ammo
$99 roulultrip

Lawh’ritahii

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

A nswer To Quality Fast Food

.2 II F.. Jacktnni Steve’

r

is/fri/i

kinkoss

Not all services available at all locations

/3011,,r/
$99 mum/trip

hmigo
$99 no/indo,

newer
$99 name/ley,

(408) 976-4TIX

photograpnei

BOS

ORDI

CALL

Daily staff

Phoenix’
PS) roundtrip

sal*
PS) roundlnp

New lurk Ca)
roundir4p

CALL TOLL -FREE TODAY
1-800-821-1543

EXCHANGE

Mike Daffener

Dwain Daniels has picked up the offensive burden

SEA

r

NEED CASH?

Looking for TICKETS . . . .
Need to sell TICKETS . . . .

SPORTS TRAVEL
CONCERTS

Berry’s also concerned about the
Anteaters full -court press.
Irvine has a height advantage,
but Berry said the Spartans
match up fine. To compensate
for the size deficiency, hard
work, hustle and improvement
are the things the Spartans haw!
shown so far, he said.
The team has been working
on offensive timing plays and
defensive situations while also
working on fundamentals and
passing drills.
"Saturday’s
turnovers were mental, they were
unforced errors," Berry said. "In
Saturday’s game a lot of things
stand out as possible remedies.
We didn’t quite get over the
hump."
When referring to Johnny
Johnson’s turnover in the last 15
seconds of the Long Beach
game, Berry said that you can’t
dwell on one pass.
"I’m sure he felt bad about the
stolen pass," Berry said. "He’ll
have to shake those kinds of
things off. He has a lot of pride
and it is tough for him to swallow.
He has played well for us since
joining the team."
The Spartans only shot 62.5
percent from the line during the
Long Beach game. "Fatigue is a
still a, factor," said Berry.
Senior forward Greg Marshal
has come a long way, especially
his confidence, Berry said. He’s
also improved his rebounding
skills.
Desiano’s increase in
playing time has contributed to
his vast improvement, said Berry.
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SJSU extends unbeaten streak
to eight games with 4-1 win
By Matthew D. Anderson

Daily staff writer

SJSU’s baseball team took its
unblemished 7-0 record on the road
Tuesday afternoon and came home
the same way they left.
Winners.
The Spartans played UC Davis and
answered questions about how a
young team would play on the road
with a hard fought 4-1, 10-inning
victory over the Aggies.
The Spartans hope to continue its
hot start when they host Cal StateLos Angeles this weekend for a
three game set. The two teams play
on Friday at 2 p. m. and then meet
again on Saturday for a doubleheader starting at noon at Municipal
Stadium.

Bloom County
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Harold Pressley, Berry and Jim Petersen.
"We haven’t added Jim’s 3 -point
shooting to our game plan yet but believe me he can do it," Reynolds
said. "All I’ve got to do is have the
guts to go with him on 3-point
shots."
The Kings are 115 for 312 shots
from the 3 -point range so far this
season. Reynolds said the 37 percent
accuracy rate makes "Sacramento
one of the best 3 -point shooting
teams in the NBA."
Berry is the league’s seventh best
3 -point shooter with a 28 for 64
completion rate.
"It’s really kind of an easy shot
for me," Berry said of the 3 -point
basket. "I need to work on my inside shooting more than my outside

Activities, Old Cafeteria
Apply by February 24th

Gus Torres
ITS AMOJT-narai Far, LISLY,

ann..E er_W in4a3 time.

crecix cur WE
GOO* FSib
$121811170 winw!

IIMANSWAll
4111.’"
NOW

111.61:711i1116

Daily Interruption
WE NOW

SfAikEY Oil WS

MORNING TROLLOP TO 5,4 S

.lone appearance. experlenco required English skills, responsinon-smoker
dependable
ble.
$8 hr San Jose Corpora. Center.
Rosemary McNally. 279-3623

ECCLESIA GNOSTICA SACRAMENTORUM For gnostics, religkan is
God’s sense of mystery, not
man’s ’net..., on dogma Cele
brat. that mystery with us at
Mass. open to all. 3 P M Sundays
at the Vivan Chapel of the 1st
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St San Jose We also train
clergy, both mete and Whale who
share our vision For further Inbar.
mallow call 374.7458 evenings

SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security
officers all shifts Full part time
evening process servers We will
train Apply In person Mon-Fri.
9AW4PM. 260 Meridian Ave , San
Jose. Acta/Kt., Inc
STUDENT INTERVIEWERS NEEDED.
To conduct interviewing for research

protect at SJSU Must
hove at West one year of SJSUsperlanc
Must be self-starter.
good interpersonal skills Interview training provided Must be
oansitive to multi -cultural student
reads and issues Fellble hours.
15-20 hours week $605 hr Some
evening work required Application deadilneFriday, February 10.
1989 Appointment begins February IS. ends May 1969 Pick up
applications and hull lob descrip.
lion at Student Activities & Services Office (Old Cal -924-5950) or
Student

Development

Services

(Welhqued 0.0M-924-2575)
INFORMATION
UNION
CENTER Is now hiring for wore
study positions Contact Student
Union Director Oftice it 924-

STUDENT

ELECTROLYSIS CL
- Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Con...Isl.
your
very
own
probe 247-7486. 335 S Beywood
Ave

ITALIAN AMERICAN who speaks too
Mlle Italian seeks fluent pal Call
Christina at 996-9644
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th &
San Carlos For more Information
about activities, call Rev
FIrnhaber at 298-0204

MARY 3rd FLOOR ALLEN, We love
you bunches & are glad to be your
roommate this earnest. Unconditionally
yours.
TEDDY
&
GRUBBY
STUDENT

SERVICES LOVES YOU’
Let us count the ways with free
frisbees. key lags, toothbrushes
first aid kit., popcorn end 500

6310

buckaroos In prizes Well prove it

TEACHERS. COUNSELORS. ADMINISTRATORS needed el DOW,.
College for 1989-90 Job Fair Feb
17. 3-5 30PM FT tenure heck,
sabbatical replacement.. I t (pending) positions More than 40
openings E.Int salary 8 benefits For into , call (408)996-4857
TEACHERS NEEDED for school age
CHB 0 DEV CENTERS, downtown location Must na.
wits In ECE CD Call 9964204
and or 279-08511
APPOINTMENT
TELEMARKETING.
Part time, $200 wk
SETTING
POSSIBLE, daily cash Welking
distance from campus, friendly
supportive

atmosphere

Af-

ternoon & evening shifts avail.
able Good vol. & personality

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college students’
Just send a soil addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 5 4th Sr Boo
5, Philadelphia, Po 19147 Apply
today for your future.
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, Went
good coverage you can afford,
We have quality plans et low
prices Monthly terms availed.
Call Mark Fill. et (408)943-9190
for no obligation quo.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now. Save your teeth, eyes
and Money two Ownings and office vlsii at no charge For bro-

Cell BIAS at 296-3033

chure Bee A S office or Student
Health Center or call (408)371.11 In San Jose

boTELEMARKETING, 0490 hr
nuses Appt setting day eves P
S Bascom A. 54 Call Todd at

406-978-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest’ Roadventure
friendship.
mance,

29165439
TUTORS

WANTED

44PM
BOUND
Eng Sp. Mel

$5 hr
on

UPWARD
campus
924.2567

Lorre your wilossow or you can
hear six messages from others.
try it. you II be glad you did Cell
deity! Messages change fre-

WHL0,219
WAITRESS & BUSBOY needed at MIN’
*105 Ir no, lust lob It’s an edventure, Call Mac at 996.9711
WAITRESS WANTED, part-Ilme, lunch
shift, 11 AM-2 30 PM week days
Good tips, experience preferred
or will train Call LEROY at 2799920 OKAYAMA JAPANESE RESTAURANT
WALK TO WORK, Weekend sales.
help wanted at ACROSS THE
BRIDGE In the new PAVILION
CaN Made at 395-2001
hr to start 50 poldtlona Meowdon Securtty, no wp mac FT PT.
Weekly
Oity swing gram shIll
pay 0.1.1 reed benefits We are
looliWg for friendly people to
Apply VAN+fork in HI-tech
GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd , Santa Clore (Whew@ San
Towle & 040001)

HOUSING
ROOM 4 RENT in money 2-00rni how.
4 Oder student prof Wehr &yr,
yrd, $415.me 296-4948.0.5

LOST AND FOUND
LOST- DIAMOND SOLITAIRE RING in

4

Norb

eLeMly Only 02

any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for less
mon. You piO4 the model mate
and ...sod. We flnd you We
beet Wei, no obligation independent broker, reference. call KEN
el 728-0639
64 CRYSLR LE BRN env cpe 4 cyl
crw, 258 mi.
trbo pwr wndws.
roe $4900 2163155
ell MERCURY COL PK WAGON, tow
Mather, MI options
college.
611,900 make offer 917.1494
ISUZU IMPULSE SE 20r. fuel tree.tIon, loaded with options. new
Ores ENKI rims. INK
96,000 Cell 0474406
61

RUCK SKYLARK. 4 dl. 6 cwt.
Picini engine, ex arrien, 61700
Cali 294-3155,

’10 BUICK LE SABRE. 20r. V-11, new
more Rums sated brakes. Mos
lent. very rellabie, greet condition,
/2,000a60 Coll 971.873200.5
SO FORD FAIRLANE 500 2 dr. V.0,61.
new want, run. wa, most sec

COSTS

81

FOR SALE
MATTRESS SETS, NEW’ BEDS,
Twin $85, full 595. queen $145.
Sing $188 You gel both pieces
Bunkbeds $129 Beritrames svallable now if your bed Isn’t gluing
you the comfort or the support
you Iles why not get a new bed,
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheap Call 945-0558
QUEEN MATTRESS SET $145. full size
$100. daybed 5145. dinned@ $90.
everything new, Coll 243-2337
TV, color, good picture. S00 Modern Scandinavian rocking chair
leather & wood. 0180 Call 7291908

HELP WANTED
FEW TO MANY CHRISTMAS bills, A
part time lob might help Aiwa A
Go Go has openings for day &
eve, drivers, $7 10 hr Must be 18,
have own car, Ins, 4 clean DMV
Apply at 135 W. Santo Clara St.,
ARE YOU A BRIGHT, motivated. enthusiastic student looking for on
Internship, Greet opportunity for
Invaluable operlence In a reel
Contact
working environment
Paul Schott:el. Art W.I., ANY
MOUNTAIN LTD . 255-6162
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shift
end weekend shill (25-4010 work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs rnech or
N. assembly sop or toque eel In
the sciences or computer prog
Must be US citizen We offer
reimb
Call
100%
education
415 493-1800 0445 VARIAN
AVAIL.
POSITIONS
CHILDCARE
ABLE
Full and part time permanent positions available Northern
California Nang., 175 Son AntoSuite It?, Los Altos. Ca

94022, (415)949-2933
COUNSEI OR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed it residential facilities for
young adults 15 edoWscent with
autism & related disabilities Full
and pad time positions available
Starting 08-56 25 hr Call (408)
448-3953
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Gary Delamore
f4.-51- clAy
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THE 811.I 612ADERS’
LOCKER R.00M

I SURE Hoff
HE’S 76U6H. IT
SAYS His KANE
1.5 DANNY...

ill
DekutieVI,

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical dopiii.
tortes Let me permanently remove your Unwanted half (chin,

Laugh Lines

bikini, tummy, moustache. etc )
15% discount to students and fac.
tray Call before June 1. 1989 and

(
SIR.YOU IMENTIOANDOPPOR
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gel your NW appl at 1 2 price
’Unwonted Hair Disappears With
My Care ’ Gwen Choler., R E
559-3500, 1645 S eau.) Ave ,
NC -Heir Today Gone Tome,’

LJORI’VE 15.N.OFINEICETDERYC.IIR
AND
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES
graphics
flyers.
Brochures,
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS ol
all Wigs up to executives We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20

Wanda Folk

1WI
ana

,,,,,

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union.benefits include TultionBooksComputer Loans Corn’Free
petillve Savings Rates

TWA OFFFE RS SJSU STUDENTS 10^.
off anywhere any fare Purchase
your TWA student discount card
nee Also sk about TWA GET.

8th and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS

AWAY Credit card Call Andy at
(408)297-8809, TWA campus rep

You

got the Party. WY* riot
the music, Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Deshw

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURAC Y.

RE

PROOFREADING.
SEARCH, Quality work Call DEE

$1 50 per page double spaced
Awilebie sewn days weekly
Check turnaround All work guar.

et (408)292-7029
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening weer, epeeist:Ind in
weddings. formal. etc REASONA
00E RATES. quality *IN* in Willow. Glen or. call Marla et 441)5494
SERVICES
thesis Ansi.-

Academic, paper.
lence Ghostwriting

@Oiling, re-

sumes. word-processing All subRewriters
Qualified
j.,.
wnting Catalogue Work guarCollegiate
Low mt.
anteed
Communications Berkeley (415)

ante. Thanks
AAAA-AL WAYS AVAILABLE AND AF.
FORADABLE Professional word
processing. letter quality. reaquick turnaround
soneble
Call Shelly (400) 247.7520
SAN WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed, RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad.
mite and undorgred Resu es
term papers. theses, reports of all
Student rates for Under.
grads Available day, eves, weekends by appt Call Anna 972-4992

kinds

1541.5036

TRAVEL

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACCOUNTABILITY,
AC K NOWL
EDGEABLE in typing thar tops
Trust TONY, 2962087 Thanks

or Phil at 270-8960 or 922-7359

RESEARCH

resume to RCS 101’1.700 SI Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
TO 78205 or 800-826-21128 Eot 856
OFFICE ASSIST needed Pt nights &
sends Fie. ached 15-20 two wit
$5-643 starting Great college lob’
Call Carol or Slid et RUSSELL
FURNITURE, 2967393
ORIENTATION STAFF POSITIONS for
Auguet ’119. Now stipend pack..
$$51 Applications available in Stu.
dent Activeles, Old Cafeteria
Bldg Apply by February 24th
ORIENTATION STAFF POSITIONS for
89’ New stipend package NAV
14th

In
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ficiarb IN A
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YEARS,

kom.., , ins
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Classified

’Mans
Writing Cashing
factur. Hnover GSL’S Valuable Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at
Check

WRITING,

YOU MOOT EVEN
BE MSLE TO SELL

ises_ Lie

\

witching envelopes for just 030.
FREE DELIVERY Elnell. De-

EDITING.

AS WELL AS THE EXECUTNE
90’ l’HE EXECUTIVE PROON’t.
WOK
AND TIN EXECUTIVE 5LICKET/
THECONI, WORK ANO
YOU’LL RE A PoPOAN sCOOPER
prATr
Em
r

INN,
, (L.-j-,. ,.

GLITZ THEP,

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Pro-

lnislonsi word-processIng sonic., that include fast turnaround,
guarantee copy, grammar editing,
laser printer, graphs end so much
more Call PAMELA at (400) 94E3062 to rowers your tone now
Only 15 minutes from campus
ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our specialty
quality
Guaranteed
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Res.
sonabk. rates We re fest, depend
able. grammareopertenced Col.
lege grads, so call us with papers,
repons, thews iesp Science),
etc 51 2514849

fence structure (knowledgable on
Turebian, APA, & Campbell forWord
mats) Equipment uwod
Perfect & HPLaser.111 Consider.ebie business experience end forWILLOW
mer English ma,.
GLEN area
COMPUTER- teat -accurate, mar Hem
Rion & Winchester. Campbell Can
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 11 50 per
1.911
WORDPROC SSiNG
On campus pkkup delivery Letter quality Term papers. group
projects, these., resumes, faculty
prowls. etc APA. MLA. lunation
formats Ousl guar (27 yrs op )
Coll Roo 274-3664 (leave mes-

EVERGREEN

SRN’s WORD PROCESSING Theses.
Reports - Letters No time to type
your paper, Call Mary Ann el
Ann’s Santa Clara 241-5490
Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Available night

sage) Available 7 days week.
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ecadernic, business, legal word
processing needs Terrn capers,

and day Rush jobs are my speciality Call P.m Cl (408)225-5025 or

reports. resumes, WU., group
prodicts, manuals. theses. etc
Latter quality’ Al) formals plus
APA Free disk storage. SPEL

(408)225-9009
CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
Of term laopers.reseorch protects
& resumes Will gladly assist w
grammar

CHEK, punctuation, grammar asWile.. All wort guaranteed
For that professional. quick & depart... worry -free service at Its

punctuation, and we

beet, call PAM at 247-2601 (Santa
Clara) AFFORDABLE STUDENTS
FACULTY RATES!
00 WITH THE BEST! Top-quelRy sec.
nIderlel Nevi. for ALL your
WORD processing needs Graphic., charts, letters, reports, manuscripts. resumes. Wm paper..
thews Lel our words veCorlt tee
you! Editing. gremmer
epee
checking All work dons on
PS Law Printon of prInfirg horn
your disk Both IBM & Macli computers Speciel student rort., Call
Printy’. WORDWORKS It 2S3’
WORD or 253’ WORK
PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 years Opensince Reasonable rates & last
turn -around Clow to craPPG.
Pho. 292-4096
RESUME WRTNG a TYPfNG .SVC
Report. 4 applications word proceasing
Cerra consultation.
Bay areas El profeselonalServIce Career Center. n 765 (Scott
ewe. Santa Clare. 243-4070 .
WOFID PROCESSING, due detosi se
curtly guaranteed Conndintlet
PhOhel404) 2119-9601
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new. Scientific. & politics! conditions In home country for consult.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
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foreign nationals with first hand
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Wn Jose

John Lascurettes
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POLL

Smith added 20, LaSalle Thompson 19 and Pressley and Rodney Mc Cray 17 each for Sacramento.
Willie Anderson topped the Spurs
with 26 while Frank Brickowski
added 20 points.
San Antonio has lost two straight
games and 15 of the last 17 on the
road.
Sacramento outrebounded the
Spurs 67-51. Thompson and McCray had 15 rebounds apiece.
The Kings outscored San Antonio
17-2 in the last five minutes of the
third period for an 83-69 advantage.

APPLE PERSONAL MODEM 1200 usd
6 ms exc cnd Teere cable

PERSONALS

PT,
7 55AM-12 30
RECEPTIONIST
PM Very busy phones, pro.. -
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game."
Pressley said the more the Kings
go to the outside, the more respect
they’ll get from other teams and the
inside will just open up naturally for

51100 obo Call 268-2344

ladles
Where
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MOOREHD (408) 484-9187 REWARD
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Rocky
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The two teams received strong pitching and good defense kept us in
pitching performances up until the the ballgame. Good teams find a
top of the tenth when the Spartans way to win these game."
exploded for four runs.
The Aggies sent their best pitcher
Mike
Irvin singled and was out to the mound to face the
replaced by pinch runner Kelly Spartans. Kevin Grindy pitched no Coan. Greg Mitchell sacrificed hit ball until the fourth when outCoan to second and shortstop Steve fielder John Bracken singled. The
Anderson singled to drive in Coan Aggies pitchers
limited the
and give the Spartans a 2-1 lead.
Spartans to just two hits until
Anderson stole second and Andy the 10th -inning.
Coan walked to set up Mike
SJSU’s starter Martin held the
Gonzales’ two -run triple, making Aggies to one run and five hits over
the score 4-1.
five innings.
Don Dryden pitched the final five
The lone Aggies run came in the
innings in relief of Chris Martin for bottom of the fourth on three singles
his first win of the year.
and a sacrifice fly which gave them
It was the first extra-inning game a 1-0 lead.
of the year for the Spartans.
In the top of the fifth, the Spartans
"It was not an easy win on the tied the score when third baseman
road," SJSU Coach Sam Piraro said. Greg Mitchell walked and stole sec"IX Davis’ top two pitchers sty- ond, and scored on catcher Kevin
mied us for most of the game. Our Tannahill’s two out, base hit.

Berry very good in Kings 114-99 win
SACRAMENTO (AP) -The 3 point basket is a key to the Sacramento Kings’ long range offensive
game plans.
Ricky Berry scored 23 points, ineluding four 3 -point baskets, as the
Kings defeated the San Antonio
Spurs 114-99 in NBA action Tuesday night.
Berry had 11 of his points - including three 3 -pointers - in the final
period as the Kings snapped a six
game losing streak.
"We’ve got to go with the 3 -point
shot, Sacramento coach Jerry Reynolds said. "Especially when you
have an inside game like ours that’s
not as effective as it should be."
Reynolds said he can turn to five
players to shoot the 3-pointer Kenny Smith, Vinny Del Negro,

Berke Breathed
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Protest

sports were cut. Heinal said.
The sometimes heated exchange
included accusations by at least one
/
rorn puge
coach that both A.S. and the adminbeing held hostage."
istration did not support SJSU’s
While thev would like A.S. to sports program.
pursue these meeting rule changes,
"I’m fighting la group) that
coaches and players said they are
rat’s rear about athletcaught in the crossfire of what is doesn’t give a
Dick Montgomery. SJSU
reallv a feud between the admimstra- ics,’
women’s volleyball coach, said in
non and A.S
10 years, do I
Several coaches compared the his address. "After
you don’t care?"
A.S. ’s refusal to lift the funding walk because
Some speakers suggested that
liveze to the administration’s deciA.S. continue to push for the meetsion to cut minor sports.
The stand taken by A.S. was ing rule change when negotiating
praised by Kevin Hejnal, former contributions for next year’s athletic
coach of the wrestling team. which budget.
\. is eliminated last May.
This approach has been unsucReleasing the funds now would cessfully tried by the board before,
lore the larger issues concerning said Leigh Kirmsse, director of Cali:Ament of players and how minor fornia State Affairs.

Manson faces 7th parole hearing
Mass
S \N QI 1.N FlN tAl’i
unirderer Charles Manson WednesIas t.iced his stnenth parole hearing
iii c he was imprisoned for the murlets of pregnant actress Sharon Tate
.nd sr, other, in 1969
[he hearing began at about 10
.i in. PST. There was no estimate of
toss long it would last.
His last parole hearing was held
ihree v ears ago. when Manson told
tlit hearing panel he spent his time in
prison making dolls of scorpions
with the power to torment" and
inked to pursue violent world revohaion if freed.
Manson and several members of
his so-called "family" of followers
were eopvieted in the Los Angeles

slayings ol Miss Tate, four of her
guests and two other people in a separate attack the following night.
Prosecutors contended Manson
ordered the killings to trigger a race
war that he believed was foretold in
the Beatles’ song. "Fklter Skelter."
Manson boycotted his hearing in
December 1982, when he was den ied parole and directed to return in
three years to try again.
But Manson’s bizarre appearance
and rambling comments he up peared at his last hearing with long
grey beard and hair and delivered an
often -incoherent 20-minute speech
along with the severity of his
crimes have convinced six parole
boards to deny him freedom.

Cold

zat ions who have volunteered to provide shelter for homeless persons.
"We are looking for places for the
sick to go during the day," said Anderson. "Getting people a little
healthy makes all the difference in
the world."
Russel Neeley, who has been
staying at the San Jose armory for
about a month, said going out on the
streets early in the morning is the
most difficult part of living at the
shelter. Guests are usually required
to leave the shelter at lam.
"That’s sort of cruel and inhumane treatment if you ask me," he
said.
Gerald Ziemann has been homeless for five years. He said he escapes the morning cold by catching
the 5:34 a.m, bus to Carl’s Jr. Restaurant in the Pruneyard Shopping
Center. where he has coffee and
waits for the temperature to rise.
In the wake of the recent cold
front, the San Jose Armory extended
its hours for Monday. It opened at 5
p.m., an hour earlier than usual, and
the overnight guests were not required to leave until 8 a.m., an hour
later than usual.

From page I
pretty good community despite it
all,’ " said Anderson. "There are a
lot of people out there who are more
in tune Ito the needs of the homeless)
than ever before, and it’s encouraging."
On Saturday, things were back to
normal at the San Jose armory.
The cold weather shelters operate
from Dec. 1 to March 31, and are
open on a week -to-week basis depending on weather forecasts,
McEntee said. The cold weather
shelter program has housed almost
three times as many people this year
as it did last year. Since Dec. 6, it
has provided about 124.((X) beds, he
said.
Despite the increased provisions
for night shelter, Kae Lewis, administrative assistant of Acts Contributing to Solutions for the Homeless,
said there is still a pressing need for
shelter during the daylight hours.
Anderson said the Emergency
Housing Consortium is going to
begin screening people and organi-

Steps
From page I
amount.
"Otherwise they are not safe, and
someone could hit a bigger or
smaller stair and fall down," Lustig
said.
Pietrangelo contended that the
steps were built properly.
"To me they looked good," he

9. 1989/S sartan Dail

Belli: Ruling absurd
From page I
said.
The NCAA response will probably affect the eligibility for the remaining boycotters if they want to
return to the team, according to Hoffman, because they are probably in

violation of the same NCA A rules.
However, that cannot be determined
by the association until they ask to
return to the team. Hoffman said.
He will meet with the players on
Friday to discuss their restoration, he
said.

Student
From page I
Her interests included singing.
Last semester Roberson volunteered
to sing during a performance of the
San Jose Gospel Ensemble, even
though she was not a member.
Born in Santa Cmz, Roberson
lived in Santa Clara. She graduated
from Oak Grove High School in
1986.
"She always tried to bring the
best out of everyone," said Tracey
Newman. a freshman majoring in
political science. "If they knew her,
they loved her."
"She was my best friend," said

Latanya Linzie, who described Roberson as a special and loving person. "She was very friendly to everyone. I’ll miss her."
Mrs. Roberson described her
daughter, one of several children, as
"the joy of my life. She lived a very
full life in just 20 years."
A rosary will be said tonight from
6 to 9 p.m. at the Four Seasons Funeral Home on Cayuga Street in
Santa Cmz. Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 1 p.m. at Garfield
Park Christian Church on Erret Circle in Santa Cniz.
Donations may be made in Victoria’s memory to the Adult and Child
Guidance Clinic in San Jose, 950W.
Julian St., San Jose. 95126.

said. "I don’t know what’s wrong reached for comment.
with them."
Dolan Concrete Construction will
Jim Dolan, president of Dolan probably be held responsible for the
Concrete Construction, could not be steps, said Ron Barrett, director of
reached for comment.
the Student Union.
Roebbelen’s project manager,
"For some reason they didn’t
Tom Shields, could not be reached meet specifications, but I don’t
for comment. Representatives from know why," Barrett said. "And
Professional Management Asso- that’s all I know."
ciates. the firm overseeing Rec CenRepairing the steps could cost
ter construction for the CSU Chan- Dolan Concrete Construction anycellor’s office, also could not be where from $35,000 to $40,000.

Pietrangelo said, because the wood
moldings have to be redone and concrete has to be repoured.
Pietrangelo estimated that it
would take two to three weeks before the steps were completely redone.
"Who knows, now," he said.
"We’ve got to start all over again."
Concrete Construction
Dolan
began reconstruction of the first set
of steps Jan. 30.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
*SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR.

VALENTINE’S DAY FEB 14
GIFTS

GENERAL BOOKS

SELECTED MUGS
$2.99
OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

DAY PACKS -

20%

OFF

BOOKS BY LEO BUSCAGLIA
HARDCOVER & PAPERBACK
PRICED FROM

LARGE SELECTION OF
BLUE MOUNTAIN ARTS
POETRY BOOKS

$4.95 - $18.95

$5.95 -$12.95

Valentines By
Macintosh

REG.$9.99 - $26.99
SALE $7.99 - $21.83

OTHER VALENTINE TITLES
THE PROPHET $9.95
SONNETS FROM THE PORTUGESE $10.95
POEMS THAT TOUCH THE HEART $8.95
RU BIGOT OF OMAR KYAM
$8.95

PRICE AS MARKED

CLOTHING

ALL SWEATERS

30%
REG.

Now

CANDY

OFF
VARIETY OF
VALENTINE CANDY
AVAILABLE,
FROM BOXED TO
BULK-SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE.

$24.95 - $44.99

$17.46 - $31.49

PRICED AS MARKED
PRICES EFFECTIVE TIIRU 2/14/88

GIFTS

Capture Your
Valentine’s Heart...

GENERAL SUPPLIES
FRAMES
BY
BURNES OF BOSTON

PHOTO
ALBUMS
PIONEER PRINZ
ALB I ,Af WITH

MOST STYLES
RECULARLY PRICE

40pgs $6.99
60pgs $9.29

ALBUM ONLY

$5.29

50% BELOW

COMPLE’l F: SELEE I loN o F

SUGGESTED RETAIL

REFILL PAGES AVAIIABLE

Come by the
Spartan Book Store
between 10-6
and get a Free
Valentine Scan
with your sweetie.
Your picture will be scanned by a
Macintosh Computer connected to a
video camera and then printed out on
a Laserwriter Printer.

Happy Valentine’s Day!

GET YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL SHOPPING FINISHED EARLY
2/8 - 2/9
2/10
2/11

7:15 - 8:00
7:15 - 5:00
10:00 - 4:00

SPARTAN
BooKsToRE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

LIMITED TO STOCK IN NANO, NIT HID WITS AMY STIRS DISCOUNT
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